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SHIP TO:
Name __________________________________________________________
Address ________________________________________________________
City ___________________________________ State ___________________
Zip ______________________

Phone—Day (_____) ________________
Evening (_____) _____________________
E-Mail Address: ________________________________________________
ATTENTION: No cash or credit card refunds without written
authorization from Stevens Magic Emporium.

PAYMENT METHOD:

❑ MasterCard

❑

Visa

If you are a Kansas resident, you
are subject to local sales tax.

❑

Check / Money Order

Amount Enclosed $ ____________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
Card Account Number

Expiration Date: _______ _______ CVN Code: ______
Month

Year

_______________________________________________________________
Customer Signature
All Credit Card Orders Must Be Placed By The Cardholder Only.
Domestic Insurance Policy:
SHIPPING CHANGES: Minimum Ship
Our responsibility ends when shipment leaves our Charge
premises. We, therefore, suggest you insure your
$
0.00 to $ 50.00 ....................... $5.00
order. Insurance fees are as follows:
$ 50.01 to $100.00 ....................... $7.50
$
0.01 to $ 50.00 ......................... $0.75 $ 100.01 to $200.00 ....................... $10.00
$ 50.01 to $100.00 ......................... $1.60
Over $200.00 ....................... $12.50
$ 100.01 to $200.00 ......................... $2.40
$ 200.01 to $300.00 ......................... $3.50 Important Note: The above charges will apply
$ 300.01 to $400.00 ......................... $4.60 on the majority of orders. SME reserves the right
$ 400.01 to $500.00 ......................... $5.40 to choose the method of shipment on table rates.
However, there are some products due to their
$ 500.01 to $600.00 ......................... $6.20 dimensions and weights (including but not limited
Maximum Liability $600.00
to) larger props and illusions, where additional
**Prices subject to change without notice.** shipping costs will be required. In such cases, we
will notify you post purchase. This is why the
SME assumes no liability for errors in ad
phrase “minimum ship charge” is included in the
copy and or prices.
above tiers.
Give Us A Call...
Our hours are Monday – Friday 10:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. (cst) and Saturday 11:00 a.m. to
5:00 p.m. (cst). We’re happy to help you with your orders. We look forward to talking with you.
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Update From Joe
Domestic Shipping
Table Rates effective May 6th, 2014. In an effort
to combat ever increasing shipping costs—while still
striving to offer reasonable rates—we have implemented
the below table. By doing so SME will often continue
subsidizing some of the shipping costs and surcharges,
to minimize your costs.
Up to $49.99 - $5.00 (minimum ship charge)
$50 - $99.99 - $7.50 (minimum ship charge)
$100 - $199.99 - $10.00 (minimum ship charge)
$200 and up - $12.50 (minimum ship charge)
Important Note: The above charges will apply on the majority of orders. SME
reserves the right to choose the method of shipment on table rates. Important:
there are some products due to their dimensions and weights, ( including but not
limited to), larger props and illusions, where additional shipping costs will be required.
In such cases, we will notify you post purchase. This is why the phrase “minimum
ship charge” is included in the above tiers.
Expedited Shipping Options: If you wish to expedite your order there will be a
competitive upgrade charge depending on the service you select - however - that
amount will NOT be listed on the check out page. We will notify you of the cost for
your selected service after you have placed your order for the products.
Press Release: Stevens Magic Emporium
announces two awards.
The Award for Mentalism is titled: The Annemann
Award. The Award for Magic is titled: The RobertHoudin Award. We named the awards after two
individuals of who’s legacies are of the highest order.
Each award is constructed from 8 pounds of optic clear
crystal. The initial inductees for 2013-2014 Annemann
Award are: Docc Hilford, Jon Stetson, Ted
Karmilovich, Neal Scryer, Richard Webster and
Jerome Finley. The initial inductee for the 2014 Robert Houdin Award is Paul
Romhany (The Hardest Working Man In Magic).
Joe has always believed that recognition from one’s peers is one of the highest
honors imaginable. Joe has been fortunate in his career in magic to have both
received and even better, to have presented many awards during his years at the
helm of The Desert Magic Seminars. The idea of being able to introduce these
two awards greatly appealed to him. And when you look at any one of these
recipients there is a lot of support and substantiation for such recognition. These
are the visionaries who continue to shape; mold and drive the art we love. We
hope that they will be pleased with this award and that it might serve as an incentive
for them to continue to create and be inspirational. These awards will be presented
annually. Look for more luminaries to be announced in 2015!
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George Ledo Presents...
Okito’s Bewitched
Blocks Redux

A charming effect from the early part
of the 20th Century, published in
Okito’s Quality Magic and later in
Okito On Magic. George Ledo has recreated it in a Victorian/traditional
style, solved some of the problems in
the original descriptions, and produced
an effect you’ll be proud to present.
The performer shows a beautiful wood
display stand holding a long, narrow
box, a few small envelopes, and a pen.
Nearby is a tray holding twenty-six
alphabet blocks, which are casually
shown to be at random. A spectator
freely selects an eight-letter word from
a list of over a hundred and writes it
down on a card. The card is sealed in
an opaque envelope which is then
initialed by the spectator, and placed
on the display stand in full view of the
audience.
The performer now places eight alphabet blocks in the box, showing that they are
at random. The box is placed on the stand, the envelope is opened to reveal the
word, and the box is opened to show that the blocks now spell the selected word.
The stand is finished in a deep cherry stain with brass feet and has an integral
envelope holder and pen slot. It could sit proudly on your desk. The box and tray
are finished in a matching stain. You also receive twenty-six alphabet blocks, a
starter batch of envelopes and cards, and comprehensive illustrated instructions
including two different methods. You provide a nice pen. Like many effects from a
previous era, this one will require some setup and preparation, but the instructions
walk you through every step. We
have also included a suggested
presentation by respected magician/
author Walt Anthony.
Only 12 of these will be made,
and each is signed and
numbered.

595

$

4
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ProLine Magic Presents...
Cliff Wiggs’

Magic Pro Hoop
Levitation Hoop

Stevens Magic is proud to be the
exclusive distributor of this item!
From the masters workshop at
Proline Magic—the makers of
some of the most sought after
effects in magic now comes Magic
Pro Hoop. While ad copy and images alone won’t do it justice, we will do our best
but you really need to see it to fully appreciate the quality.
Truthfully it could sell for a lot more and people have paid a lot more
for similar items that were no where near this quality.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

This gleaming polished aluminum hoop is lightweight and is easy to handle
and use.
This hoop looks solid and can be opened with one hand.
It may also be spun around on one hand in the “open” position without revealing
the gaff.
Simple to close and will stay closed. Very secure locking mechanism.
Not too big and not too small. (28 inches in diameter), 3/4-inch aluminum
tubing.
The other measurement you will want to know is min. 2 1/4-inch gap.
Can be used for any stage or platform levitation effect.

Truthfully even our own Tech1—Shawn Reida stated, “I don’t know how it did
it—I mean it’s a perfect circle and it’s flawless.”
Never before have working pro’s had the opportunity to get something some
remarkably well constructed at such a great price. This is high quality and dependable
magic… You will see the great value once you hold it in your hands.

455

$

Check out our many Exclusive items on our website!
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Mystical Mental Miracle

J.C. Moore Presents...

Illumini Spirit Light

When we saw this beautifully hand
crafted item, we had to try to bring it
into our exclusive line…. We’re very
happy to have done so! Please note
these units are custom made in
batches of 3 units. Therefore,
fulfillment can take up to 4-6
weeks.
From J.C. Moore’s...Some years
ago, a somewhat weathered black
wooden box came to be in my
possession. The box contained a number
of books, journals, and items of curiosity.
Though I cannot say for certain who the
original owner of the box was, or who
its contents may have belonged to, I do
have my suspicions. Some of the items
contained within were in better condition
than others. One can’t help but wonder
what journeys this box or its contents
must have had before coming into my
hands. Among the books, found folded
and tucked away, were several loose
pages containing information regarding exotic woods from the far reaches of Africa,
and visits with Shaman, Spirits, and etheric energy. Along with these pages, there
was a plan for a device indicating that said device might somehow react to influences
from the other side...the “Spirit World.”
From these pages, the Illumini Spirit Light was carefully hand-crafted. No expense
or detail was spared. The end result: an etheric energy-detecting device
that is incredibly sensitive to unseen electrical fluctuations. Created
using the materials described with
precise measurements as calculated, it
is not only a wonderful device for use,
but also beautiful to simply behold, with
the stylings of early scientific equipment
that combine artistry with function.

655

$

Remember these can take
up to 4-6 weeks!
6
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Jack Murray Products

Ultimate Assistant’s
Fire Cage

For a LIMITED time you can save BIG TIME
on this effect! If you have ever waited to buy a
big illusion—this is the opportunity! Don’t miss it!
Note: Does NOT include shipping costs—but they
are reasonable! Comes with a crate—but optional
ATA is available (for additional cost of $625). ATA
is not required! The item can be shipped without,
but it is available if so desired.
The Fire Cage fully assembles is 57-inches H, X
32-inches W, X 41-inches L. ALL aluminum with
powder coating on all surfaces. Road tested and
modified over 11 years. Two locking and two non-locking casters on FC. With
respects to Jonathan Pendragon. Imagine this…Show a cage completely
empty, light a huge fire in bottom of the cage—cover cage with red foulard—TWO
seconds later your beautiful assistant STANDS up and exits the cage! From the
case, ONE person can assemble this Fire Cage in under two minutes, and here’s the
best part…there are NO bolts, nuts, wing nuts, pins, clips or fasteners of any kind.
It features a unique interlocking and channel system. The load space also has a
“spandex floor”, which allows your assistant to sink into the base an additional 3 to
4 inches. The overall interior dimensions are: 38-inches front to back, 28-inches
wide and 26-inches high. The load space is 12-inches deep x 28-inches wide x
29.5-inches high. The fire box is HUGE—4 x 12-inches, so fire can be as small or
as large as you wish. When the large foulard is pulled off it releases the “trap” and
ALSO extinguishes the fire. The mechanics are virtually SILENT!

Special Price - Limited Time...$2,090

Livestock Production Cage
Show the cage empty and cover it with a red foulard.
In the wink of an eye, pull the foulard off and your
doves, rabbit, duck, cat, small dog or other animal has
magically appeared inside the cage! Cage components
are 16-gauge aluminum, riveted and welded for
strength. Assembles in minutes with no bolts or nuts.
Base is on 3-inch double casters with locks on two
casters and is attached to the cage with “plug-in”
components. Cage size is 12 inches high, 18 inches
wide and 18 inches deep. Load space is about 5 inches
deep. Weighs 60lbs with ATA Case.
Prices include ATA Case and shipping in lower 48!

Special Price - Limited Time...$2,000
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House Of Magic Presents...
Buma’s King
Tut Tut

A New Version Of A Classic
Golden Oldie from The Past If
You Are A Student Of Magic,
You’ll Remember This Little
Gem!
Yes, the classic effects continue to
be the best, only BUMA could make
one of the best even BETTER !
Performer introduces the classic
plastic sarcophagus and mummy
from the quintessential Magnetic
KING TUT Trick. Performer proceeds to ask the spectators, “do you remember
this from your childhood and what made it work, well let me show
you”. With his thumb positioned to prevent KING TUT from falling out of the
sarcophagus the performer proceeds to nonchalantly tap the head of the
sarcophagus against the heel of his palm as he explains: “this causes the
magnet concealed within the sarcophagus to shift, allowing the
magnet concealed inside KING TUT to repel the sarcophagus’
magnet”. The performer now discreetly releases his hold on KING TUT allowing
it to jump out of the sarcophagus, the performer then replaces King TUT back
into the sarcophagus and nonchalantly taps the foot of the sarcophagus which
creates the illusion of KING TUT once again resting peacefully within the
sarcophagus.
The performer now encourages one of the spectators to try their hand at KING
TUT—But no matter how many times the spectator taps the head or the foot of
the sarcophagus they can’t make KING TUT jump out of the sarcophagus, yet
every time the performer tries he’s able again to make KING TUT jump out of the
sarcophagus.
Finally the performer once again places KING TUT into the sarcophagus, only
this time he inverts it placing the now inverted sarcophagus and it’s contained
KING TUT on the spectator’s outstretched palm, upside down, only now when
they lift it up do they see that KING TUT has vanished as the sarcophagus is seen
to be empty, only the loose sarcophagus floor remains laying loosely on the
spectators out stretched palm, but wait, when they look inside the empty
sarcophagus it contains no magnet, none at all, it never did!
Yes, you have performed KING TUT TUT without any magnet ever being within
the sarcophagus! And on top of that, KING TUT the mummy has completely
vanished! Color of delivered King Tut will vary in keeping with the authenticity
of the original King Tut Magic Trick as introduced to the magic community in the
1940’s This is micro magic as it’s best!

65

$
8
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Get Them While You Can!
House Of Magic...

Buma’s Triple Haunted
Skeleton Key
A Skeleton Key unlike any other comes to
life in the spectator’s hand! Its movement
is under your complete control!
Not only will its motion announce its coming
to life, have it answer questions like a
rapping board, lean it against a glass for a
telekinetic timber effect, choreograph its
movement for your own personal
customized routine.
You may also perform the classic haunted
key where the Skeleton Key eerily turns
itself in the palm of your hand, simply
master the balance point of the Skeleton
Key. And yet, at no time before, during or
after the performance, is there ever any
physical connection between the Skeleton
key and you the performer. Totally examinable at all times.
Impromptu, no set up, always ready for performance. Why Triple?
(1) Buma’s stunning hand sculptured anatomical 3D Skeleton Key
for the classic Haunted Key effect.
(2) Buma’s original hand sculptured anatomical Skeleton Key is
secretly gaffed, that’s right covertly embedded in the Skeleton’s
head is a neodymium magnet, specially chosen of its properties
which allow it to be responsive to steel and magnets.
(3) The Buma gimmick, a hand cast pair of connected false fingers
that contains six powerful individually embedded neodymium
magnets, three embedded in each finger, allowing for your
complete covert customized control over the Skeleton Key.
The Buma gimmick will prove to be an outstanding stand alone
prop in your arsenal of covert magic effects,
allow it to work for you by bringing it into
play in your routined presentations that call
for shim coins, PK effects, shim cards, etc., any where you
need covert movement and control of a magnetic reactive
item. All hand Crafted by BUMA, all original to magic, all
available from Stevens Magic Emporium.

Limited Availability....$150
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5 Of Hearts Presents...

Bish Bash Bosh

Do you love “Smash and Stab” but
are too scared to do it, or do you
need family friendly effects for
your repertoire? Then “BISH
BASH BOSH” is for you…
The 4 wooden plinths are shown,
one of which holds an egg inside the egg cup. Four upturned polystyrene cups are
then used to cover the plinths. A spectator mixes up the cups and plinths while the
magician’s back is turned, so that no one knows where the egg is. Then, by using
the special numbered cards the spectator or magician, proceed to BISH, BASH
and BOSH the cups with the mallet. Miraculously, a potentially messy outcome is
avoided and the magician lifts the last cup to reveal the egg!
You are supplied with the following: 4 round wooden plinths, one of which is
mounted with an egg cup. A wooden mallet. A “BISH BASH BOSH” sign and
wooden plinth to display and hold the sign. 4 cards numbered 1-4. Supply of
polystyrene cups to get you started (these are available from supermarkets, cash
and carries and can also be sourced via the internet). *Plus additional Routine
Ideas from Wayne Dobson & John Palfreyman.

215

$

Miracle Flash Frame
This is a large picture frame that is even
designed to hang on a wall. The playing card
or picture of your choice can be made to
appear without touching the frame! For
example... a spectator chooses a card and
returns it to the deck. He is then asked to
call out the name of his chosen card. At that
very moment, you “spring” the cards at the
frame—and there, behind the glass, is the
chosen card! The action of the cards hitting
the frame sets off the mechanism. It also
works very effectively if you just “blow” at
the frame.
This effect has many applications for magic presentations—mentalism, close-up,
hotels, restaurants, residences, stage or cabaret. The possibilities are endless.
Please Note: Frame mouldings will change from time to time and are subject to
availability. Our current moulding is black with gold trim, see photo. (Approximately
12.2-inches x 10.2-inches or 31 cm x 26 cm).

130

$
10
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5 Of Hearts Presents...
Colin Rose’s

Billet Knife
One of the most astounding
presentations in a magic
per for mance
is
The
Prediction...particularly if you have
made this long before your Show begins. Predict any event, choose the winner of
the next derby, football match or national headline…the possibilities with this piece
of magic artistry are limitless…it has proven to be a real ‘reputation builder’. Use
this to secretly ‘load’ a large billet, money note into a sealed envelope in a completely
natural way, without any sleight-of-hand or fumbling.
Once again, Colin has taken a ‘Classic of Magic’ and applied his expertise and
craftsmanship to give you a beautiful hard wood knife that looks perfectly normal…it
has been made to look like a quite ordinary letter opener, made entirely of hard
wood with all the finish and attention to detail you have come to expect from Five
of Hearts Magic. The mechanism is discreet with a smooth and easy action, soft
bevelled edges for comfortable handling—allowing you to focus completely on
your performance in the knowledge that this ‘prop’ won’t let you down. This
edition is presented in our signature Corduroy Bag.

125

$

Wayne Dobson’s

Box Clever

The trick ‘Second Spot’ by the late
Maurice Fogel was—and still is a
superb effect! It was Patrick Page
who suggested that this would work
very well by using wooden boxes
rather than the original bags. The
beauty of this is that the method or
effect has not been changed, but
aesthetically the trick has been elevated to a more sophisticated presentation. This
effect is very simple in it’s method, (the best tricks usually are!) Presented correctly
this is one of the most powerful tricks ever invented!
Four beautifully ‘hand turned’ identical boxes which conceal the secret, allowing
you to tell four members of your audience what they have just placed inside! Can
be used very effectively in most performance venues. This great ‘classic’ comes
with detailed presentation and routine notes by Wayne Dobson.
Note: Because these are not mass produced items and are hand made these
items are available in “limited” quantities. The type of wood is subject to change
bases on availability at the time of production and inventory on hand. First come
first served.

130

$
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Dr. Paul & Bill Montana
Joe Berg’s

Double Cross
Performer calls attention to his upturned left hand.
He then wipes his left hand off a bit with his right
hand to call attention that there is nothing on it.
The board is then brought forth and is shown on
both sides and given to a spectator to hold on to for
a moment. At this time the spectator may take a
closer look at the board he or she is now holding. After this
examination of the board is finished the spectator is asked to
place the board on top of the performer’s upturned left hand.
In the center of the boards top side the performer draws two
crosses with chalk about one half inch apart. He then rubs out
the two crosses he just drew with the right index finger. Upon
removing the board, two chalk crosses appear on the performer’s
left palm, duplicates of the ones on that were just drawn and erased a few moments
before.
Only eight of this professional deluxe version were produced and only eight of this
version will ever exist. Joe Berg’s Double Cross the deluxe version was crafted
in the workshops of Dr. Paul and Bill Montana under the authorization of Stevens
Magic Emporium the current rights holder to the effects featured in, The Berg
Book (Joe Berg). This version features an solid oak boarder and a green felt back
which allow this object to be used as a small close up pad for certain effect when
the board is turned over. The over all size is approximately 11 x 14-inches and
built to last a lifetime under normal use. Comes with care instructions and has a
hand rubbed shellac finish.

65

$

Yorick’s Skull
Rabbit Duck Illusion
This version of the Rabbit Duck
Illusion was created in wood and was
specially designed to fit in your shirt
pocket and can be used close-up or in
walk around. Made to last for a life time
of use. Comes with two routines and
additional historical information about
this wonderful illusion. Each comes
signed and numbered instructions.

20

$
12

Yorick’s Skull is based off a very old
optical illusion and created for the first
time in wood that has been engraved.
The main difference with this versus
other paper version is that when this
afterimage appears it is a but more
muted in its color and looks even creeper.
The whole key to the effect is to have
someone look at this wood board while
staring at the x in Yorick left eye socket
under good bright light source.

20

$
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Dr. Paul & Bill Montana
Little Fortune Teller
Using this apparatus is so simple just place it
on the table with the meaning booklet, and
the engraved wooden sign or laminated paper
board you can make from the page included
after these instructions and allow people to
place a single finger on any number of the
board without looking. Then all they need to
do is look up the meaning of that number.
You will also want to take the meanings for
each number and create a little flip book so
the passers by your table can look up the answer to there question. Never
underestimate the power of this item as it has gotten my many of sitters just by
starting a simple conversation about how this little gem is used.
You will receive an custom beautifully engraved wood board, Answer booklet and
complete instructions that contain other useful information. Stevens Magic has
additional files should you need to reprint your answer booklet. Best of all this
Little Fortune Teller packs small and plays very big. Which is not too shabby for
a complete fortune telling system where in all the work is done for you.

85

$

Zodiac For Life
This effect while simple in its nature will enable
you to look like your the most accurate psychic
ever as it will give you 100% accuracy by its secret
methodology that allows you to instantly know what
the spectators mentally thought of question is
without ever having them to say a single word. In
this revised edition there are several optional ways
to perform this effect all of the tools you need to
do this have been provided except for the regular
deck of playing cards I sure you already own. Note
you can even use an old worn out deck as this
often will help add a vintage look and feel to the effect it will also make it seem like
you have been doing this effect for a very long time.
This effect comes with two different charts one for the beginner user and one for the
advance user. Three wood chips each has been engraved. Three special cards that
can be used to perform a more advanced version of this effect. Plus a blank faced one
that will allow you to make an on the spot replacement should one of the other three
become damaged while your working the party or event. A question pamphlet. A
instruction booklet. Normal deck of cards not provided. In the event that one of your
paper charts, cards or the pamphlet question list should become damaged Stevens
Magic Emporium has replacement files that will allow you to fix this problem.

45

$
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Mental Mircles

Mental Power

A spectator/spectators can select one
Sharpie from a wooden stand. Your
back is turned as they do this, one at
a time. All Sharpies are placed back
into the stand, where they stand erect.
Performer tells the spectators that
they are to draw a stick figure, man
or woman, and he or she will tell them
to pick a part of the figure to draw;
(This is done on a pad of paper.)
Example; One draws the head. One
draws the body. One draws the feet and one can draw the arms or hair of the
figure in color. These are colored with the colored Sharpies—Black, Green, Red
and Blue! This is done with the performer’s back turned. Each spectator chooses
without the performer’s knowledge of which color they want to use. (Not repeating
a color that has already been used)! They announce to the performer when they
are finished with their drawings. Performer turns around and entertainingly
WITHOUT SEEING THE NOTE PAD and tells them the EXACT color that they
have used to color the body, or whatever routine you want to be used in the
coloring. A rainbow, Star, Zodiac, etc.
Several other routines are included. Very entertaining as you get good audience
involvement with this effect! Simple to perform! Easy to do! Clever principle!

110

$

Hands Of Fortune
This is the first public release from the vast
material he has honed and collected over the
years.
Comes with 30 cards and 24-page instructional
booklet featuring step-by-step education of the
cards followed by additional routines that could
be incorporated using them such as: Tossed
out Deck. Using The Cards In A Stacking
System. Magic Square. Lotto Square. One Way
Deck. Numerology Reading. How To Give A
Reading. The Crib.
This is the perfect combination of 30 custom marked cards that have unique messages
on the back of them—all designed to offer positive vibes.
Notes: The Cards are in order when you receive them! Do not open the cards until
you have read the booklet.

45

$
14
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Classics Revisited

Viking Magic’s

Copenetro

Finally available again—in the quality that Bob
Kline would want! Kline’s Copenetro— an
incredible effect where four coins travel across
space invisibly into a sealed glass! Now a
Viking-made product!
Here’s what happens: Display a large glass,
a small shot glass and a wooden base. The
small glass is placed on the base and the large
glass inverted over the small one.
Four coins are shown resting on a wooden
stand. One by one the coins vanish! The
performer takes each coin from the stand and
tosses them toward the sealed glasses. You can
actually hear each coin as it arrives in the small shot glass. The effect on the audience
is truly startling! One by one, the coins appear inside the small shot glass.
Complete with the two glasses, a beautifully finished turned base, and a hardwood
stand for vanishing the coins. It’s all self contained and automatic. No sleight of
hand.

Available Again...$225

Dominque Duvivier’s

The Clear Jacket

This accessory will allow you to incorporate one
of the signature effects from master magician
Dominque Duvivier! You may already be familiar
with his “Signed Card To Pocket!” This is a brilliant
visual transposition and now using the special
transparent jacket, you can perform this effect
where all cards are signed, no palming is required
and no duplicates are utilized.
A spectator is handed four Aces and four eights,
and is asked to examine the cards, he does so
and then the magician asks four members to sign
the four aces and four eights—thus all cards are
signed. The magician then puts the aces in different pockets in the clear jacket, and
the four eights are on the table. Keep in mind the cards can be seen at all times,
even when placed inside the transparent jacket. With a simple gesture, the cards
have transposed! On the table is now the Aces, and The Clear Jacket—you will
find the eights! More details available on our website!

95

$
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Thayer Collectibles

For more information, please contact Joe Stevens.
Please serious inquiries ONLY!
316.683.9582 or joe@stevensmagic.com
See more information on the website.

Blue Rice Vase With
Checkers

Clingo Billiard Balls

Good Condition

Good Condition

Coin Tray

Good Condition

Rare Coins & Tokens
Good Condition

16

Acrobatic Candle
Good Condition

Latest Coffee & Milk
Good Condition

Ethereal Floating Table
Good Condition
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Available Again!

John Cornelius’

Thought
Transmitter Pro
The Thought Transmitter Pro is
unique because it does virtually what
no other “Peek” wallet in the world
does. A spectator writes down a
word, a card, or draws something on
the back of his business card. The
card is then placed between two
opaque cards in an opaque wallet .
There is no way to see inside of the
wallet. In fact if you wanted to, you
could put rubber bands around the
wallet, and drop it in a clear zip lock
bag to prevent manipulation. Wallet can be freely handled. Now at any time,
without opening the wallet, the magician is able to divine in an instant, the written
thought. With the new Thought Transmitter Pro you are able to carry credit
cards, drivers license, money etc. inside the wallet, and you can replace any necessary
items when required.

Available Again...$40

Tamariz
Card Silks
To watch Juan Tamariz perform his card silk
routine is to watch pure magic. Now, you can do
it yourself.
The blank silk is folded and tied with a rubberband.
A card is selected by a spectator. A magic pass is
made over the blank silk and the rubberband is
removed from it. Voila! The chosen card is now
printed on the silk! Can be done anywhere—
close-up, platform or stage.
Comes complete with two 18-inch pure-silk silks
and DVD of Juan’s performance and complete
explanation.

Available Again...$37.50
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Johnny Wong’s A Genius!
Super
Power 4

This effect is now the most
advanced and precise coin gimmick
which also is capable of creating a
variety of effects. You can
accomplish any coin magic effect
that comes to your mind with this
great effect. If you like Dream
Coins and Super Triple Coins
you will enjoy the Super
Power 4!
This gimmick will per for m—
Appear, Vanish, Move, Penetration,
2 Fly, 3 Fly, Illusion, Quick Move
and lots more!
On this DVD there are amazing procedures such as...Unique Appear 4 Coins,
Special Sight, Coin Thru Glass Table, Coin Thru Glass Cup, Super Power 4 Illusion
Routine, A Coin Skill Routine, 1 to 4 Coins, Coin Thru Audience’s Hand Twice.
Also teaches you about coin maintenance.
Comes complete with four US Half Dollars and instructional DVD.

With DVD...$145

Imagination
Coin Set
This is the latest coin gimmick
from Johnny Wong!
Anyone with this gimmick is able to
perform amazing and realistic magic
tricks using simple methods. With the
different style of each performer this
gimmick can show more and more
various coin magic effects. If you are a
fan of coin magic, this is one of the best
coin gimmicks of the year that you
cannot miss!
The DVD comes with a variety of demos that will guide you through the following
routines: Illusion Cigarette & Coin Routine, Miracle 2 Coins, Chinese Coin Thru
Glass Cup and A Coin Skill Routine.

With DVD...$100
18
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Johnny Wong Presents...
Trinity Coin Set

Trinity Coin is constructed of three Half
Dollars, yet amazingly looks like only “one”
Half Dollar coin, which can be examined.
A versatile coin gimmick that allows you to
perform incredible coin magic. Using this
innocent gimmick, you will be able to perform
visual multiple coin productions, vanishes,
changes, penetrations and more. Complete
with the gimmick coins, written instructions
and instructional DVD. You can easily perform
a variety of effects like appearing, vanishing,
transposing, penetrating and more!
Imagine your audience’s surprise when one half dollar coin suddenly turns into
four and vice versa! Includes the following effects: The Combination Trick, Coin
Through The Glass, Two Coins Through The Glass, Turning Silver Into Copper
Six Coin Production and Three Coin Disappearance. Learn how to change three
half dollars into three English pennies and cause a half dollar to penetrate a card
case. Comes complete with the precision-made Trinity Coin Set, detailed
instructions and instructional DVD.

95

$

Super Chameleon
Power
Super Chameleon Power is a
multifunctional coin gimmick which you can
use on many different occasions. This
gimmick set comes with a card, a specially
crafted US half dollar and a regular old
Chinese coin. Everyone can operate this
coin gimmick with ease to perform excellent
magic tricks near to perfection.
The DVD comes with a variety of demos
that will guide you through the following
routines: Coin Thru The Bottom Of Glass
Cup, 3 Coins Disappear & Reappear,
Unique 3 Coins Fly Into Glass Cup, 3 Coins With A Card Illusion Routine, Amazing
Coin Finding Cards, Coin Quick Penetration Glass Cup Illusion, Coin Penetration:
From Back Of Glass Table Into Glass Cup and Unique Quick Change. Every
Routine is also made more powerful and easier through the use of
these precisely made US half dollar Coins & Chinese Coins..

95

$
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Quality Card Effects
Dean Dill’s

Blizzard

Are You Kidding Me? You want high impact
magic? Check this Gem out! Dean Dill`s
Blizzard has fooled most of the top minds in
magic. When you think about effects that put
Dean on the map, Blizzard has to be one of
many—included. The effect sounds too
incredible to be true—A spectator freely names
any card, and a deck which has been in full view
is spread to reveal that every card is
blank…except for the spectator’s named card!
•
•
•
•

No rough and smooth.
No long and short.
No double sided cards.
Everything may be immediately examined.

35

$

Ultra Electric Deck
New version of the electric deck. This is the finest electric
deck we can find on the magic market today. The deck is
hand woven and NO strings are used in the making. No
matter how you pick up the deck, you can waterfall it, spread
it, fan it. This is the perfect COMEDY DECK. Lots of fun
and you can even have the entire deck rise out of a glass,
too! Plenty of options with this spectacular deck. Made with
Bicycle Poker cards. Add this to your act.

16.50

$

The Hindu Deck
Finally, a sequel to the #1 selling
all-time magic deck the Svengali!
We are all familiar with the Svengali Deck, but you
were limited ONLY to one CHOICE! No you can
have two spectators choose TWO separate cards from
the same deck and make your prediction 100%
accurate. PLUS you can riffle the cards and show the
entire deck has now changed into each one of the
selected cards.
“I’ve been waiting for years for this deck and now we have it!” --Joe Stevens

16.50

$
20

Buy Both Decks For...$30
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Outstanding Effects!
John Kennedy’s

Hold Your Fire
Take the flame off of any butane
lighter and hold it in your hand like
magic!
The precision “Hold Your Fire”
gimmick makes it all possible. It’s
machined from solid steel and built
to last a lifetime. John Kennedy
teaches you everything you need to
know on YouTube video. It’s really fun and easy!
The possibilities are endless, including…
Take the flame off and put it back on the lighter. Eat the flame. Slide the flame
along the lighter. Change the flame into a coin, ring, etc. You can even change the
flame into the lighter that you were holding in your hand just moments before!
Because of USPS shipping regulations, lighters are not included. You can purchase
the butane lighters in drug stores, convenience stores or on the internet from
licensed sellers.

30

$

Bill Pryor’s

Impossible Dream
This is the perfect money effect to carry
in your pocket. It’s outstanding and we
already know everyone loves money.
Even better it’s easy to perform and gets
a great reaction. When you consider
the price, take into consideration that
it takes $9.00 just in bills to create this
special effect and it comes completely
ready for you to perform.
A $2.00 bill changes into TWO $1.00
which all changes into a $5.00 bill! All
of this happens in a twinkle of the eyes!
It happens directly under the noses of
the spectators!
Natural moves! Nothing suspicious! No
difficult sleights! Grabs instant
attention! The perfect effect for trade
show workers! Carry in your pocket!
Comes ready to perform.

30

$
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Great Magic From UGM
Super Rainbow Rope
Routine
Another great item from our friends at
UGM. Always made of high quality
materials and fascinatingly creative
magic.
Magician has three ropes in his hand
(red, blue and yellow). He makes a loop
with each rope and throws them into
the air. When they come back to his
hands, the three ropes magically
transform into one big loop.
The loop is then put into a bag, and then
a red, blue and yellow silks are put into the bag as well. He takes the yellow silk
from the bag, lets it go, and the silk jumps back into the bag… the bag is then
opened right away. Amazingly, the silks appear on the loop. Then he unties the
knot of the loop. When he blows on the silks, they come off the rope and fall to
the floor. Finally for the climax, the tied three ropes change to a three-colored
rope.
Comes complete with ropes, silks, a special bag, a wand and the instructional
DVD. Exceptionally detailed instructions with diagrams and text—custom
created for Stevens Magic by Kevin Dick - Double Play Magic!

195

$

Kikuchi’s

Psychic Bending
Spoons
A spoon is passed out for examination
and spectators are asked to try to bend
the spoon. Of course, they cannot
without exerting much pressure and
energy. The psychic takes the spoon
in his hands and “viola”, the spoon is
bent and passed out immediately!
Spectators cannot bend the spoon back
to its original position so they hand it
back to the psychic, he then bends the
spoon back to its original position. No
switching! No gimmick spoon!
Comes complete with spoons and an instructional DVD of performance and
explanations. Sweet and simple, what could be better!

47.50

$
22
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Exclusives By UGM

Hexagon Crystal
Tube

There are several effects you can do with
the quality gimmick, here are just a few...
The magician holds a clear tube, which
has a red silk inside, the magi removes
the red silk from the tube, showing it to
be a regular silk and then using a magic
wand inserts the silk back into the tube.
What happens next is easily seen inside
the tube, but even better removing all
doubt—the performer removes the now
blue silk showing the tube is completely
empty!
The Magician produces a red silk and inserts it into the tube positioning it at the
very end of the tube. He repeats this with a yellow, green and finally a blue silk—
at which point all four colored silks can be viewed clearly through the translucent
tube. After a magical pass the magi removes the silks only they have now all
merged into “one silk” which features all the individual colors in a circular style.
By purchasing the Perfect Mirror Glass II, you can do this effect...Imagine
showing an empty glass, and an empty tube. The magic puts the red silk inside the
tube and as this command the silk visually transforms from the clear tube into the
previously empty glass. Keep in mind, the audience visually sees this transformation
and its under the magician’s control at all times! This is the perfect combination of
amazing magic that will make you look like a master.

180

$

Perfect Mirror Glass II
Forget about everything you have ever
thought about “Mirror Glasses,” as this uses
a completely different gimmick that is
awesome! The magician produces an empty
glass (glass measures 5-inches tall and 3.25inches wide), and holds it in his hand—away
from his body. On the count of three, and
without TURNING or MOVING the glass
in ANY WAY—a silk immediately appears inside the glass!
That’s right—there is NO turning of the glass at all—it’s all automatic!
No reels, no threads, no magnets and can be performed short-sleeved! Easy to
load and reload, made to last and we highly recommend this effect. If you like
quick, beautiful and visual magic! Comes with detailed instructions.

75

$
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UGM Silk Effects

Changeable Handkerchief
The performer shows two tied together silks—one white and one red. He runs his
hand along the silks and they instantly change to two striped silks. These two silks
are tied together to form a ring. Then the two-silk circle magically becomes three!
It gets bigger and bigger—ending up as a huge 8-foot circle made up of 10 pieces
of silk! Very clever. Visual and simple.

82.50

$

Ring & Silk
Routine
The performer displays a ring
and a silk. A knot tied in the
silk and it automatically unties
itself. Then the ring magically
penetrates the silk! Next the
ring is placed in the middle of
the silk and the magician holds
only the top of the silk—
suddenly the ring begins to
crawl upward to the top of the
silk! Next the magician takes
the ring and it penetrates onto
the silk visually! Finally a knot instantly appears tied onto the silk! Comes complete
with ring, 24-inch red silk, gimmick and instructional DVD.

75

$
24
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Ken Brooke Classics

Potty Prediction

One of the finest pieces of
magical entertainment for
Stand-Up or Parlor Presentations.
Here’s a fine comedy routine by Ken Green. Such
routines as this are, as any entertainer will confirm,
priceless.
We send you-a special pack of cards, a couple of
good quality jumbo cards, an envelope and the
manuscript. The apparatus, plus the knowledge you
will gain from the manuscript will boost the
entertainment value of your act 100%. The
presentation can be performed under close-up
conditions and is also suitable for after dinner work before small audiences. As
supplied it is not suitable for large stage, but can be adapted. This is real situation
comedy! Audience participation is vital to your success as a performer. POTTY
PREDICTION gives you all the scope you need!

Completely Redone!

45

$

Professional Set Linking Rings
With Locking Key Ring

PLUS! PLUS! PLUS!
This 10-inch set of Linking Rings with the magnetic locking key ring is crafted of
anodized polished aluminum. Light weight. Easy to lock and unlock the key. An
unbelievable price for any good professional set.
PLUS: The Al Koran 3-Ring Routine book.
PLUS: The DVD of Max Hapner performing the Koran Routine.
PLUS: The original, commercial routine of Ken Brooke.
Regular price is $100.00...
You get all of above for ONLY $75.00! Save $25!

75

$
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Aaron Smith Presents...

Sands Of The Desert
Original Colors
Available in Both
Synthetic & Waxed

Fully surrounded or center stage, a wave
of your hand turns clear water eerie black.
Pour three different colored sands into
the water and vigorously mix them
around. Instead of an impossible mess,
plunge your hand into the water and
emerge with each color of sand, one by
one, separate and dry!
And thanks to the special wax formula, you can pour all three colors in at once.
Pour a little a time, and mix them up between each pour to maintain the original
length of the trick. The magic is MORE with the TRIPLE POUR!
This amazing new wax-style Sands Of The Desert comes with three packs of
innovative magic sand, each a different vibrant color. The new instructions, written
and illustrated by Aaron Smith. Please specify WAXED or SYNTHETIC.

45 each

$

Black Water
Clear Water
Turn ordinary water an eerie dark black and then clear
again! This is an awesome addition to Sands Of The
Desert—Black Water Clear Water instantly shows
your audience a beautiful display of magic!
Easy to do and very amazing! Simply mix the chemicals
into the water as described in the instructions and change
the color of the water to black with a wave of your
hands! When you’re ready, another wave of your hands
and the water turns clear!
Includes enough chemical to turn about 15-20 gallons of water black and then
clear again, depending on the particles already in the water (purity). Black Water
Clear Water adds impact to just about any trick using water!
WARNING! MUST BE 18 TO ORDER! This product includes chemicals that
may be harmful or fatal if swallowed. DO NOT INGEST! Avoid direct contact
with skin. Prolonged use may damage or irritate skin! KEEP AWAY FROM
CHILDREN!

Full Sized...$35

26
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Accessories & More

Flash Items—
Invisible Thread (Cont.)—
Paper (4 Sheets) ................ $10.00
Vectra (Close-Up) Fearson .. $18.00
Pads ................................... $5.50
Vectra X2 (Stage) Fearson .. $18.00
Cord ................................. $17.00
Cotton .............................. $16.00 Silks—(Red, White, Blue, Black, Yellow)
5-Inch ................................. $2.50
String ................................ $17.00
9-Inch ................................. $2.50
Flowers ............................. $18.00
12-Inch ............................... $4.50
Feathers ............................ $20.00
18-Inch ............................... $6.00
Bills ($5 & $100) ............... $16.00
24-Inch ............................. $10.00
Cigarettes .......................... $17.00
36-Inch ............................. $18.00
Mouth Coils (Regular) ............ $10.50
Rice (12-Inch) ...................... $8.00
Rice (15-Inch) .................... $11.00
Loops—
Diamond (Red, White) .......... $6.50
Finn Jon Loops (Small) 5 .... $12.50
Finn Jon Loops (Large) 4 ... $12.50 Chamberlain Touch Lotion ...... $5.50
Mesika Loops (5) ................ $12.50
Dragon’s Breath ................... $10.00
Sponge Balls—(Red, Orange, Green, Wax—
Yellow, Black)
Mesika ................................ $9.50
1-Inch ................................. $6.00
Special Formula (UGM) ........ $9.50
1.5-inch .............................. $6.00
Magician’s Wax .................... $5.00
2-Inch ................................. $6.00
Hat Tears (Cone & Bonnet) ... $16.50
Close-Up Pad (Red, Black) ..... $15.00 Pant Tears (Bikini) ................. $16.50
Performance Pad (Green & Black)
Tables—
...................................... $115.00
Roll On Convex (Chrome) $365.00
New Generation (Colors) .. $465.00
Invisible Thread—
Spider (4 Versions) ........... $250.00
Elastics (Mesika) ................. $22.50
Roll On (Nielsen) .............. $470.00
Mesika—30 ft .................... $12.50
Roll On w/ ATA Case ....... $285.00
Invisible Elastic Thread ........ $12.50
Harbin Lucite .................. $200.00
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Richard Webster Presents...

Buy Any 2 Richard Webster Books &
Get $10.00 Off! Any 2 Books For $65.00!
The Astral Travel Workshop
Discuss and create an environment for the spectators to have an out-of-body
experience. For more details please see our website!

37.50

$

Cold Reading Variations
This book shows you how to do dozens of different presentations using any system
of giving readings. For more details please see our website!

37.50

$

Entertaining Mentalism
This books will help you put the entertainment into your show in only 13 chapters!
For more details please see our website!

37.50

$

How To Make Money Giving Free Talks
Learn how to sell your products, craft your speech, get booked, get publicity and
much more. For more details please see our website!

37.50

$

Ladies’ Night
Here’s a complete guide to entertaining groups of women with a combination
demonstration and show. For more details please see our website!
Some of the covers have changed
but text pages are same.
28

37.50

$
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Richard Webster Presents...

Buy Any 2 Richard Webster Books &
Get $10.00 Off! Any 2 Books For $65.00!
The Mail Order Psychic
This is the only book telling you how to set yourself up as a mail order psychic.
Selling readings by mail is an excellent idea. For more details please see our website!

37.50

$

The Psychic Business
An overview of many different ways of making money in the psychic business.
For more details please see our website!

37.50

$

Home Psychic Parties For Fun & Profit
Great moneymaking tips of mentalist and psychics. Goes beyond information on
horoscope parties. For more details please see our website!

37.50

$

Psychometry From A To Z
This book outlines a simple system of doing psychometry the way the “real”
psychics do—without the secret marks. For more details please see our website!

37.50

$

Quick & Effective Cold Readings
Here’s a system that will help you get more bookings by impressing agents and
potential bookers. For more details please see our website!
Some of the covers have changed
but text pages are same.

37.50

$
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Blasts From The Past

Modus Operandi

By Jon Racherbaumer
In 1993 Jon Racherbaumer started a
quarterly magazine called MO which
stood for Modus Operandi. It’s
where
many
trendy
and
groundbreaking routines and
techniques were being shared. Some of these items
have since been exposed while others remain hidden.
You may have seen variations or even purchased some
of these as single trick DVDs. The eight issues of MO,
which spanned from 1993-1996, were very exclusive.
There are very few complete sets in existence and even single issues are almost
impossible to find.
Contributors included: Arturo de Ascanio, Jack Birnman, Christian
Chelman, Doug Conn, Daryl, Peter Duffie, “State-Street” Eddie Fay,
Lee Freed, Phil Goldstein, Dan Harlan, Brad Henderson, Chris Kenner,
Simon Lovell, Edward Marlo, Jon Racherbaumer, Steve Reynolds, Daniel
Rhod, Jean-Jacques Sanvert, Bob Sheets, Ken Simmons, Gerry Surma,
Jean-Pierre Vallarino and many others. Published by Spade & Archer in 2014.
242 pages written and compiled by Jon Racherbaumer with an introduction by
Meir Yedid. 8.5x11-inches softcover with more than 180 photographs.

55

$

Richard Sanders’

Close-Up Assassin
Book & DVD Set

For 20 years, Richard has quietly forged a reputation in
magic’s underground, publishing only sporadically in such
respected magazines as The Magical Arts Journal, New
Directions, Genii, The Magic Menu and France’s
Arcane. Now, for the first time ever, he reveals his
most cherished secrets...
Ten full-scale routines plus dynamic techniques and
cunning gimmicks designed for real-world us. Book
is 84 pages, written by David Acer and lavishly
photo-illustrated with over 160 photographs. Also
included is the companion DVD featuring
performances of all the material in the book and as
a bonus, Richard’s handling for The Belanger
Cigarette Through Quarter.

38

$
30
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